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to read more of them, and, of course, learn more from them. I have one e-mail request that I
received about what people would like to see in a new survey. Here's what I came up with: Modern
C/C++ Programming Tools & Styles You can use any style of programming that you like, but here's
some style guidelines that are suggested by some of the leading experts in the field. -- Use only wellknown, documented libraries, such as the STL, Boost, or Gnu Scientific Library, or your own version
of a library if it's already been tested and proven. -- Use only procedures that have been thoroughly
tested by many developers. A new procedure should be used by making sure to test it using mock
objects, as well as testing it on real objects. -- Use OO design principles in your code, such as
encapsulation and inheritance. -- Write as few lines of code as possible. Make each line do exactly
one job. -- Use the language's flow control structures and produce readable, maintainable code. The
static control structures, such as if, for, switch, and while, can be used to produce readable code and
to organize it into logical blocks. The flow control structures, such as while, for, and switch, and the
expression-statement-related control structures such as if, do not obscure the structure of the code
but make it easier to comprehend. Use indentation, both to group subroutines and to clearly identify
the logical flow of your program. -- See if you can completely avoid using macros. -- Try to avoid
temporary objects in your code. If this isn't possible, be sure to release the objects (via delete or a
smart pointer) as soon as possible after they're no longer needed. -- Limit the use of preprocessor
directives. -- Write helper functions. These functions should hide a lot of the implementation details.
Keep the implementation private, and then provide a wrapper function that clearly identifies the
"intent" of the private function. If you can, move the implementation into a separate.cpp file.
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